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	Aimed at the working Delphi developer, Delphi in a Nutshell is an effective desktop reference to this popular programming tool. Besides listing all core classes and methods, this book also provides a host of expert dos and don'ts for mastering the newest features in Delphi's Object Pascal.


	The heart of this book is its reference sections on built-in Delphi language features and other useful information on this development tool. Each entry has a guide to syntax, a description of all parameters and return values, and code samples, plus many entries feature "tricks and tips" with additional information. While this title concentrates on the "core" language (instead of Delphi's extensive support for visual components), there's little doubt that it will be useful if you work with the tool on a daily basis.


	The book also delivers an advanced guide to ramping up on the latest and greatest in new language features in Object Pascal. Material on using classes, and the type of information features available in today's Delphi, are particularly effective. There are a lot of smart tips on proper class design techniques, including using properties, constructors, and destructors. (Delphi has its own conventions here, and this book will fill you in if you are coming to Object Pascal from another programming language.) Along the way, the author offers numerous expert nuggets on when to use (and when to avoid) using certain features. Whether you are a novice or a more experienced developer, this tutorial and reference is all you need to be productive with the latest and greatest in object-oriented programming with Delphi. --Richard Dragan


	Topics covered: Overview of Delphi Object Pascal, units and libraries, data and string types, exception handling, file I/O, classes and objects, inheritance, constructors and destructors, interfaces, reference counting, Windows messages, memory management strategies, virtual method tables (VMTs), properties, using TypInfo, virtual and dynamic methods, automated methods and COM, Delphi type information and RTTI, concurrent programming with threads, synchronization, thread local storage techniques, Delphi language reference, system constants, operator reference, compiler directives, code samples, and programming tips.

	

	With a new name and a new focus on CORBA, database drivers, and Microsoft Back Office applications, Inprise/Borland Delphi is enjoying a resurgence, with a growing user base of programmers who use Delphi for rapid development of enterprise computing applications. Not to rest on success, the latest version of Delphi, Version 5, includes further expansion and refinement of the 3-tier application framework introduced in Delphi 4 and has resulted in a prize-winning product. Delphi in a Nutshell is the first concise reference to Borland/Inprise Delphi available. It succinctly collects all the information you need in one easy-to-use, complete, and accurate volume that goes beyond the product documentation itself. Delphi in a Nutshell starts with the Delphi object model and how to use RTTI (Run Time Type Information) for efficient programming. The rest of the book is the most complete Delphi Pascal language reference available in print, detailing every language element with complete syntax, examples, and methods for use. The book concludes with a look at the compiler, discussing compiler directives in depth.
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Cisco TCP/IP Routing Professional ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2000
 
Updated and expanded to include the latest information on implementing TCP/IP  over Cisco routers, this sought-after reference gives you just what Cisco  documentation doesn't: crystal-clear, step-by-step instructions for every aspect  of running TCP/IP on...
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Concepts and Methods in Modern Theoretical Chemistry, Two Volume Set: Concepts and Methods in Modern Theoretical Chemistry: Electronic Structure and Reactivity (Atoms, Molecules, and Clusters)CRC Press, 2013

	Concepts and Methods in Modern Theoretical Chemistry: Electronic Structure and Reactivity, the first book in a two-volume set, focuses on the structure and reactivity of systems and phenomena. A new addition to the series Atoms, Molecules, and Clusters, this book offers chapters written by experts in their fields. It...
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Conversion Optimization: The Art and Science of Converting Prospects to CustomersO'Reilly, 2010

	How do you turn website visitors into customers?

	Conversion Optimization offers practical advice on how to persuade visitors to make a buying decision -- without driving them away through data overload or tedious navigation. You'll learn how to use marketing principles, design, usability, and analytics on your site to...
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Unsupervised Learning with RPackt Publishing, 2015

	Work with over 40 packages to draw inferences from complex datasets and find hidden patterns in raw unstructured data


	About This Book

	
		Unlock and discover how to tackle clusters of raw data through practical examples in R
	
		Explore your data and create your own models from scratch

...
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Analyzing Rater Agreement: Manifest Variable MethodsLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
Agreement among raters is of great importance in many domains. For example, in medicine, diagnoses are often provided by more than one doctor to make sure the proposed treatment is optimal. In criminal trials, sentencing depends, among other things, on the complete agreement among the jurors. In observational studies, researchers increase...
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Word 2003 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
If Word 2003 can do it, you can do it too...
If you work in an office or own a computer you’ve probably used Word, but do you know all it can do? This comprehensive reference covers the basics for beginners and then charges right into the impressive new features of Word 2003. Discover the power of automated fields using Smart Tags, learn...
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